Your Highlands Ability Profile

Visual Speed + Visual Accuracy (Visual Dexterity)

This worksample measures the ability to handle clerical-type work (no longer referred to as “paperwork” since so much is now handled electronically) and influences the ability for your eyes to scan tables of numbers or symbols accurately and quickly. The stronger your Visual Speed/Visual Accuracy the more naturally you are able to check the accuracy of written material. Visual Speed and Visual Accuracy supports studies and work roles in numerically-oriented fields such as:

- Banking
- Accounting
- Finance
- Economics
- Computing and accounting recording
- Insurance
- Investing
- Bond trading
- Nursing
- Bookkeeping
- Medical records
- Pianists (for sight-reading)
- Auction house and museum curatorial roles
- Proofreading and editing
- Teaching/grading papers
- Law
- Government bureaucracy